Special Assistant to the President for Information Management, Richard Harden: A Guide to Its Records at the Jimmy Carter Library

Collection Summary

Creator: Special Assistant to the President for Information Management

Title: Special Assistant to the President for Information Management, Richard Harden


Quantity: 24 linear feet, 48 containers

Identification:  
Accession Number: 80-1  
Archival Research Catalog (ARC) Identification Number: 590491

Scope and Content:  
The files consist of correspondence, memorandums, briefing papers, notes, speeches, legal documents, reports, press clippings, contracts, receipts, and miscellaneous printed material. These records relate to Richard Harden’s responsibilities as Special Assistant to the President for Information Management. The records reflect his work in developing a computer tracking system for referencing White House correspondence, cutting costs and increasing White House staff efficiency, and introducing new computer technologies for maintaining financial records. This series also includes material regarding Harden’s liaison with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CIPA). In addition, records include Harden’s ad hoc projects such as managing the travels of Lillian Carter, securing entertainment contracts for the 1976 inaugural celebrations, and administering the Federal Election Committee and Democratic National Committee finance operations.

Creator Information: Special Assistant to the President for Information Management

The Office of the Special Assistant for Information Management was responsible for introducing new technology to promote White House staff efficiency, record keeping procedures regarding White House correspondence, and restructuring budget and finance procedures. In addition, this office was heavily involved in cutting the size and increasing the efficiency of the Office of Administration; staffing of the Carter White House; and instituting the suggestions and reports from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).

Biographical information on key office personnel is located at the end of the finding aid.
Restrictions:
Restrictions on Access: These papers contain documents restricted in accordance with applicable executive order(s), which governs National Security policies, applicable statutes/agency restrictions, and material which has been closed in accordance with the donor’s deed of gift.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction: Copyright interest in these papers has been donated to the United States Government. Some of the records may be subject to copyright restrictions (i.e. newspapers, publications, etc.). Researchers should contact the publisher for further information.

Related Material:
Related materials in this repository: White House Office of Administration, Domestic Policy Staff

Index Terms:
Limited to major topics under each category
Persons: Richard Harden, William Pollak, Emily Sketoff, Lillian Carter

Organizations: 1976 Inaugural Committee; American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CIPA)

Subjects: Information management, personnel, technology, automation, computer systems, computers, office practices, inaugurations, government reorganization, small business, trips

Types of Material: Correspondence, memorandums, briefing papers, notes, speeches, speech drafts, legal documents, reports, press clippings, contracts, receipts, and printed material

Administrative Information:
Preferred citation: [Type of Document], [Names of Sender and Recipient or Title of Document], [Date], [Collection Title], [Series Title], [Folder Title], [Box Number], Jimmy Carter Presidential Library.

Acquisition information: These historical materials were received under provisions of the instrument of gift that Jimmy Carter signed January 31, 1981.

Processing information: The first series of the collection was opened in 1996. The open dates are indicated in the series descriptions.

System of Arrangement:
The records of the Special Assistant to the President for Information Management are divided into five series:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Title</th>
<th>Series ID (ARC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Harden’s Subject Files</td>
<td>590508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Harden’s Chronological Files</td>
<td>590525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Harden’s Speech Files</td>
<td>590526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Pollack’s Files</td>
<td>590561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Sheketoff’s Files</td>
<td>590562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Detailed Description of the Collection

**Richard Harden’s Subject Files**
Scope and Content: Containers 1-29. This series was opened in 1996. This series consists of correspondence, memoranda, notes, reports, and miscellaneous printed material. The material relates to topics concerning cutting the size of and increasing the efficiency of the White House Office of Administration through new computer technologies. In addition, this series contains material detailing Harden’s liaison with accountancy firms; staffing the Carter White House; and personnel issues regarding budget and finance information. Also included is material relating to financial information involving the Democratic National Committee (DNC) and Federal Election Committee (FEC) during the 1980 campaign; contracts for entertainment services for the 1976 inaugural celebration; and personnel material related to the presidential transition period. This series also includes information relating to Harden’s involvement with the trips of President Carter’s mother, Lillian Carter. Arranged alphabetically by folder title.

**Richard Harden’s Chronological Files**
Scope and Content: Container 30. This series was opened in 1996. This series consists of correspondence, memoranda, and reports. The material mainly relates to White House personnel staffing issues, appointments, and staff recommendations within the first year of the Carter Administration. Arranged chronologically.

**Richard Harden’s Speech Files**
Scope and Content: Container 31-33. This series was opened in 1996. This series contains speech drafts, printed speeches, press clippings, and articles. The material relates to Harden’s liaison activities with the business community and public accountants regarding computer information management systems, government accounting, and business information management. Arranged alphabetically by folder title.

**William Pollack’s Files**
Scope and Content: Containers 33-41. This series was opened in 1996. This series consists of correspondence, memoranda, notes, contracts, receipts, tickets, printed samples, and resumes. The material mainly relates to White House personnel recommendations, staffing and budget issues, and the President’s White House Executive Office reorganization. Also included is material concerning entertainment for the 1977 Inaugural celebration. Arranged alphabetically by folder title.

**Emily Sheketoff’s Files**
Scope and Content: Containers 42-48. This series was opened in 1996. This series consists of correspondence, memoranda, notes, itineraries, background briefing reports, schedules, and
telegrams. The material relates to Richard Harden’s and Lillian Carter’s trip files including scheduling details concerning appearances and interviews; travel information, expense reporting, responses to invitations, and thank you letters. The trip files cover or detail Lillian’s foreign trips regarding world hunger, and domestic trips while campaigning for the President. Arranged alphabetically by folder title.

Return to Series List
Container List

Richard Harden’s Subject Files

Container 1
Access List and Passes for [White House Staff], [CF O/A 59]
Accountants for the Public Interest, 9/78-2/79
Accountants for the Public Interest, 3/79
Accountants for the Public Interest, 9/80
ACTION, 1/77-4/17/77 [CF O/A 60]
ACTION, 4/18/77-5/77 [CF O/A 60]
ACTION, 6/77-7/15/77 [CF O/A 60]
ACTION, 7/18/77-11/77 [CF O/A 60]
[Administration, Office of] Information Systems, 1977, 1/77-8/80
[Administration, Office of] Letters of Commendation, 4/80-12/80

Container 2
Administrative Correspondence, 1/76-3/16/77 [CF O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 3/28/77-6/9/77 [CF O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 6/10/77-7/29/77 [CF O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 7/25/77-9/77 [CF O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 8/77-9/77 [CF O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 10/77 [O/A 7882]
Administrative Correspondence, 11/77-12/77 [CF O/A 7882]
Administrative Correspondence, 1/78-2/78 [O/A 59]
Administrative Correspondence, 3/78-4/78 [O/A 7882]
Administrative Correspondence, 5/78-7/78 [O/A 7879]

Container 3
Administrative Correspondence, 8/78 [O/A 7882]
Administrative Correspondence, 9/78-12/78 [O/A 7884]
Administrative Correspondence, 2/79 [O/A 7882]
Administrative Correspondence, 8/80-12/80
Advisory Boards and Commissions, 4/77-5/77 [CF O/A 59]
Advisory Group on White House Information Systems, 8/77-12/77 [CF O/A 59]
Advisory Group on White House Information Systems, 4/78 [O/A 7879]
Advisory Group on White House Information Systems - Correspondence, 8/77-2/78 [CF O/A 59]

Container 4
American Management Association
American Society for Information Science
Anti-Inflation Group [Bob Strauss] 9/78
Appalachian Georgia Health Systems Agency Inc., 5/80
Art Works - Loans to White House Offices] 9/78-12/79
Association of Government Accountants, 5/13/77 [CF O/A 59]
72x709
[Atlanta Economic Review] Zero Based Budgeting, 6/22/77 [CF O/A 65]
Audit of White House Leave, 1/80
Authorization Bill [White House Personnel] HR 11003, 2/20/78 [OA 7884]
Autographs, 1/30/79 [OA 7879]
Autographs [Requests], 2/77-3/78 [CF/OA 59]
Barber Shop [White House], 2/17/77 [CF/OA 59]
Barreaux, Ted [President of CPA's], 5/15/80
Biographical Material [CF/OA 59] [Empty]
Blair House, 2/17/77-5/26/77, [CF/OA 59]
Brook, Jack - Congressman [Texas] [and Library Computer], 4/10/80-4/25/80
Brookings [Institute], 2/77-12/77 [CF/OA 59] 6/30/77-9/7/78 [OA 7884]
Buchanan, Jack R. (Harvard University), 12/13/79
[Budget - First Lady], 1/26/78 [CF/OA61]
[Budget - Office of Management and Budget - Executive Office of President Study], 9/1/79 [OA 7884]
Budget Study [Office of Administration], 4/78-8/78 [OA 78791
Budget Study [White House Office] 1/26/77 [CF/OA59]
[Budget Study - White House Office] 2/77-4/77 [CF/OA 69]
Budget Testimony - Congress, 2/77-3/77 [CF/OA 59]
Budget Testimony - Congress, 4/26/77-3/8/78 [CF/OA 59]

Container 5
[Budget - White House Entertainment] 2/77-10/77 [CF/OA 61]
Cabinet and Intergovernmental Affairs - Watson, 3/77-12/77 [CF/OA 59]
Cabinet and Intergovernmental Affairs - Watson, 5/78-9/78 [OA 7879]
Cabinet Secretaries, 1/77-12/77 [CF/OA 59]
Campaign [and 1976 Inaugural] 1/10/77-3/18/77 [CF/OA 60]
Campaign [and 1976 Inaugural] 3/21/77-6/15/77 [CF/OA 60]
Campaign [and 1976 Inaugural] 6/20/77-7/26/77 [CF/OA 60]
Campaign [and 1976 Inaugural] 8/8/77-11/10/77 [CF/OA 60]
Campaign [and 1976 Inaugural] 11/21/77-2/15/78 [CF/OA60]
[Campaign Fundraiser - Atlanta] 11/22/77-12/27/77 [CF/OA 61]
[Campaign Fundraising] 11/28/78-1/30/79 [OA 7879]

Container 6
Campaign 1980 [Fundraising and Pre-planning] 3/1/77-6/5/78 [OA 7884]
(Campaign 1980 - Fundraising and Pre-planning] 6/6/78-1/30/79 [OA 7884]
Campaign [1980 Re-election Pre-planning] 4/7/78-6/19/78 [OA 7880]
(Campaign Transition 1976-1977] 6/30/77 [CF/OA 60]
Canada [Government Data Processing] 2/15/80
Carter, Hugh, 5/17/79-10/19/79
Container 7
[Carter, Lillian], 11/6/76-11/29/77 [CF/OA 63]
Carter, Lillian, 5/78-12/78
Carter, Lillian, 1/79-12/79
[Carter, Lillian - Chicago Trip] 3/29/78 - 3/30/78 [CF/OA 63] [Empty]
[Carter, Lillian - Chicago Trip] Schedule, 3/30/78 [CF/OA 63]
[Carter, Lillian - Chicago Trip] Very Important People (VIP) Friendship Project, 5/16/77-3/29/78
Carter [Rosalynn] Staff, 7/25/79
[Carter, Rosalynn - Volunteerism] 9/77 [CF/OA 65]
Center for Public Resources, 8/26/77-11/23/77 [CF/OA 59]
Central Broadcasting System (CBS), 7/11/80
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 1/24/78-3/1/78 [CF/OA 59]
[Central Intelligence Agency - Information Flow] 9/13/77
Civil Service Commission, 2/23/77-3/21/78 [CF/OA 59]
Civil Service Reform, 4/24/78-11/8/78 [OA 7879]
Congratulations and Personal Correspondence - Harden, 1/21/77-4/12/77 [OA 7883]

Container 8
[Congratulations and Personal Correspondence - Harden] 4/13/77-4/10/78 [OA 7883]
Congressional Liaison, Office of, 1/24/76-1/15/78 [CF/OA 63]
Congressional Liaison, Office of, 3/24/78-9/21/78 [OA 7880]
Congressional Liaison Tracking System, 2/78-8/78
Consultant Team - Georgia Strasburg [n.d.]
Consultants [Computer Use] 4/16/80-12/16/80
[Consultants, Government - Contracts and Policy] 2/77-12/77
Consultants [Maine Indian Affairs] 2/77-12/77 [CF/OA 59]
Consumer Advisory Council, 5/6/77 [CF/OA 59]
Copenhaver, Bill [Information Management] 7/78 [OA 7879]
[Correspondence] 1/11/77-4/18/77 [CF/OA 65]
[Correspondence] 4/22/77-6/17/77 [CF/OA 65]
[Correspondence] 6/29/77-7/29/77 [CF/OA 65]
[Correspondence] 7/29/77-3/21/78 [CF/OA 65]

Container 9
[Correspondence] 8/77-10/77 [CF/OA 65]
[Correspondence] 11/77-2/78 [CF/OA 65]
[Correspondence] 1/79-5/79 [OA 7882]
[Correspondence and Greeting Cards] [n.d.] [OA 7883]
[Correspondence - Harden, 2/1/77-7/12/77 [OA 7883]
[Correspondence - Harden] 7/14/77-7/30/79 [OA 7883]
[Correspondence - Harden] 2/18/78-1/19/79 [OA 7882]
Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), 5/26/77-8/16/77 [CF/OA 61]
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 4/27/77 [CF/OA 61]
Container 10
Cunningham, Kenneth R., 2/77-12/77 [CF/OA 61]
[Data Processing] Hardware Plan, 8/78 [OA 7884]
[Data Processing in the Executive Office of the President], [n.d.]
Data Processing Plan (Harden) Draft - 1979, 8/22/79
[Data Processing] Software Plan, 4/78-8/78 [OA 7884]
[Data Processing] Software Utilities, 3/8/78-10/17/78 [OA 7884]
Data Processing Study Committee, 5/12/77-11/17/77 [CF/OA 61]
Data Processing Study Committee, 3/29/78-7/31/78 [OA 7879]
Democratic National Committee, 1/31/77-3/1/78 [CF/OA 61]

Container 11
Democratic National Committee, 5/1/77-9/19/78 [OA 7879]
Democratic National Committee, 3/78 [CF/OA 61]
Denmark, 6/24/80
Detailees - General 1980, 2/5/80
District of Columbia [Appropriations], 2/18/77 [CF/OA 61]
Domestic Information Display System (DIDS), 8/21/79-11/10/80
Domestic [Policy Staff] - Eizenstat, 1/31/77-3/27/78 [CF/OA 61]
Drug Abuse Office, 1/21/77-9/29/77 [CF/OA 61]
Economic Policy Group, 2/17/77-7/25/77 [CF/OA61]
Economic Policy Group, 5/15/78 [OA 7879]
Edunet [Electronic Mail System], 7/8/80-7/16/80
Egypt - Lillian Carter’s Trip, 4/80
[Election Financing], 1/10/79
Electronic Mail, 8/80
Energy, Department of, 2/14/77-10/12/77 [CF/OA 61]

Container 12
Environment, 5/23/77 [CF/OA 61]
Etzioni, Amitai, 4/17/80-7/14/80
Executive Level Salaries, 1/18/77-12/22/77 [CF/OA 61]
[Executive Office of the President], 9/30/78-5/8/79 [OA 7882]
[Executive Office of the President Annual Statement], 8/78 [OA 7884]
Executive Office of the President - Delegation of Authority, 4/16/80
Executive Office of the President [Reorganization] Study, 1/27/77-6/6/77 [CF/OA61]
Executive Office of the President [Reorganization] Study, 6/17/77-9/12/77 [CF/OA61]
Executive Schedule Positions, 2/3/77-5/16/77 [CF/OA61]
Executive Training [In Government], 4/12/78-7/23/78 [OA 7884]
Exports - General, 6/26/80-8/12/80
Fairfax Symphony [Virginia] 9/8/80

Container 13
Federal Election Commission Reports 1979, 9/24/79
[Federal Election Committee, 1976] 10/19/76-11/22/76 [5266]
[Federal Election Committee, 1976] 8/15/78-11/10/78 [OA 7881]
[Federal Election Committee, 1976 Itemized Expenditures - Campaign Expenses], 10/31/76
[OA5266]

Container 14
Federal Executive Institute, 5/18/77 [CF/OA61]
Federal Information Centers, 4/1/77-4/7/77 [OA 61]
[File Material Removed] [n.d.] [CF/OA 62] [Empty]
Filing [Systems] [Office of Administration], 3/80
[Financial Disclosures and Ethics Act], 1/77-5/77 [CF/OA 61]
Financial Statements - Executive Office of the President, 6/77-1/80
First Lady, 1/77-1/78 [CF/OA 61]
First Lady - Mental Health Commission, 2/77-7/77 [CF/OA 61]
First Lady - Travel, 2/4/77-5/18/77 [CF/OA 61]
Floor Plans [White House Offices], 1/1/76 [CF/OA 61]

Container 15
General Services Administration, 1/77-6/77 [CF/OA 61]
General Services Administration, 4/7/78 [OA 7879]
General Telephone and Electronics Corporation, 4/16/80-7/1/80
George Mason University, 6/10180
Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD) [German Data Processing] 4/79
Gift Unit [White House and First Family] 6/78-11/78 [OA 7879]
Gift Unit [White House and First Family] 10/12/79 [CF/OA 62]
Goddard Space Flight Center, 2/15/80-4/2/80
Green Book [D.C. Social Register] 2/22/77-7/7/77 [CF/OA 61]
Harden, Delton H., [n.d.] [CF/OA 62]
Harden Personal [Finances] 12/31/77-1/26/78 [OA 7883]
[Harden - Personal Finances] 12/31/78 [OA 7882]
Harden, Richard M. - Biography, [n.d.]
[Harden, Richard - Personal] 7/79 [CF/OA 62] [Empty]
Hatch Act, 12/14/77-9/20/79
Health Care [ACTION Agency and Baby Food Formula] 4/3/80
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) 3/77-1/78 [CF/OA62]
Inaugural [Committee] 12/6/76-2/17/78 [CF/OA62]

Container 16
Independent Business Advisory Board, 10/29/79
Inflation, 10/24/78-10/27/78 [OA 7879]
Inflation, 4/15/77 [CF/OA 62]
Inflation, 4/21/78-10/1/78 [OA 7879]
Information Center Calendar [Executive Office of President] 4/80
Information Flow - Study [Federal Budget] 1980
[Information Management] 1/27/78-2/28/78 [CF/OA65]
[Information Management] 7/28/77 [CF/OA 65]
Information Management Articles by Richard Harden, 5/79
[Information Management] Video Tape [Proposal] 5/2/80
[Information Management] Xerox and IBM, 10/19/78-12/11/78 [OA 7881]
[Information Plan Article] 2/21/79-5/9/79 [OA 7882]
Information Processing [Executive Office of President - Seminar] 3/30/80-4/2/80
Information Processing [Information Centers and Services - Booklet] 8/6/79
[Information Processing - White House] 9/78 [OA 7879]
[Information Resources - Legislative Compromises] Harvard Trip, 2/6/78 [CF/OA 62]

Container 17
Initiative Management 1979, 5/10/79-8/17/79
Institute for the Future (Ray Amara) 4/77-2/78 [CF/OA 62]
Inter-Agency Committee Meetings, 1/80-8/80
Inter-Agency Sharing Information Resources, 4/80-6/80
Inter-Agency Sharing Information Resources, 7/80-8/80
Interagency Task Force on White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 8/25/80
International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) 10/6/80-10/15/80
International Management and Development Institute, 2/78-11/78 [OA 7879]
Invitations - Social, 2/1/77-6/29/77 [CF/OA 62]
Invitations - Social, 6/30/77-12/31/77 [CF/OA 62]
Invitations - Social, 1/78-11/78 [CF/OA 62]

**Container 18**
Invitations - Social, 4/78-12/78 [OA 7879]
Invitations - Speech, 2/77-3/78 [CF/OA 62]
Israel, Egypt and Europe - Lillian Carter's Trip, 4/23/80-4/28/80
Israel, Germany and Japan - Richard Harden's Trip, 5/80-9/80
Issue Management System, 4/28/78-5/18/78 [OA 7879]
Issue Related Study, 8/7/78 [OA 7884]
Japan - American Institute of Management Science, 3/5/80
[Jordan, Hamilton - Amaretto Affidavits] 2/78
Jordan, Hamilton, 1/28/77-4/25/77 [CF/OA 62]
Kassman, Eugene, 3/25/77-3/15/78 [CF/OA 62]
Legislative Projects Coordinator, 2/3/77-3/24/78 [CF/OA 62]
Leontieff, Wassily, 11/18/77-2/23/78 [CF/OA 62]
Lewin, Jim – Re - Information Management Act, 10/22/79
MacLaine, Shirley - [Hunger] Project, 11/77-1/78 [CF/OA 62]
Management Committee [White House Staff and Budget], 1/77 [CF/OA 63]

**Container 19**
Management of Scheduling of Projects and Programs for the Carter/Mondale Administration, 1/28/77 [OA 7883]
Matrix Project, 2/78 [CF/OA 62]
Media and Public Affairs Budget, 2/14/77-3/12/77 [CF/OA 62]
Messenger Service [White House] 1/31/77 [CF/OA 62]
Messenger Service [White House] 4/7/78-6/5/78
Military Office, 2/9/77-5/31/77 [CF/OA 63]
Minority Reporting [White House Hiring] 7/29/78-9/30/78 [OA 7884]
[Mondale, Joan] Art Project, 11/15/77-12/4/77 [CF/OA 63]
[Mondale, Walter] Vice President's Office, 1/1/77-11/15/77 [CF/OA 64]
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 7/76-1/78 [CF/OA 63]
NASA - Census Project, [n.d.] [OA 7884]
National Security Council, 2/8/77-11/8/77, [CF/OA 63]
Negroponte Nicholas, 1/15/80-6/29/80
Network [Information Network of the Executive Office of the President], 6/26/80
New York Times Information Bank, 4/12/78-9/5/78 [OA 7884]
News Summary Operations, 2/10/77-11/28/77 [CF/OA 63]
Container 20
Newspaper and Magazine Clippings, 12/76-1/78 [CF/OA 63]
Newspaper and Magazine Clippings, 3/77-5/78 [OA 7880]
Newspaper and Magazine Clippings, 5/78-7/79 [OA 7880]
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 1/77-3/78 [CF/OA 63]
OMB, 6/1/78-6/15/78 [OA 7880]
Office of Public Liaison (OPL) 1/77-12/77 [CF/OA 63]
Office of Public Liaison (OPL) 4/78-8/78 [OA 7880]
Office of Science and Technology, 4/77-1/78 [CF/OA 63]
Office Space [White House] 1/77-3/77 [CF/OA 63]

Container 21
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) [Lillian Carter in Paris], 9/78-2/79
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) 4/77-12/77 [CF/OA 63]
Panama Canal, 4/74-8/77 [CF/OA 63]
Panama Canal, 9/77-2/78 [CF/OA 63]

Container 22
Paris and Marseilles - Richard Harden's Trip
Pension Plan Report - Federal Government, 4/18/80
Personnel Actions, 3/18/77-3/6/78
Personnel Actions, 3/26/78-6/15/78
Personnel Committee, 2/2/77-11/29/77
Personnel Committee, 4/19/77-1/31/78
Personnel Committee, 4/21/77-11/27/78
Personnel Committee, 1/6/78-3/14/78
Personnel Committee, 12/15/78-2/28/79
Personnel Detailees, 4/26/77-12/5/77
Personnel Detailees, 5/17/78-1/19/79
Personnel Office - White House, 1/1/77-4/27/77
Personnel Office - White House, 2/26/77-10/19/78
Personnel Office - White House, 4/27/77-2/10/78
Personnel Overtime - Employment, 2/14/77-3/21/77
Personnel Referrals, 1/25/77-12/15/77
Personnel Referral Forms, 2/17/77-11/21/77 [CF/OA 63]
[Personnel] Resumes, 7/26/76-11/1/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] Salary Levels, 1/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] Salary Levels, 4/6/78 [OA 7880]
[Personnel] Staff Reductions, 1/25/77-414177 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] Staff Reductions, 4/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] Staff Reductions, 3/31/78 [OA 7880]
[Personnel] Temporary, 1/1/77-6/28/77 [CF/OA 64]
Container 23
[Personnel] Terminations, 2/8/77-4/14/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] Volunteers and Detailees, 2/2/77-5/23/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Personnel] White House Staff List, 1/24/77-12/12/77 [CF/OA 65]
Pettigrew, Richard, 5/4/77-8/31/77 [CF/OA 63]
Political Coordination [Empty] [CF/OA 63]
[Political Funding], 1/30/79-5/8/79 [OA 7882]
Pool and Tennis Courts, 2/15/77-2/25/77 [CF/OA 64]
Presidential Decision Process, 4/5/77-10/6/77 [CF/OA 63]
Presidential Invitations [American University], 3/10/80
Presidential Speeches, 4/30/77-3/23/78 [CF/OA 64]
President's Commission on Personnel Interchange, 3/78-11/78 [OA 7880]
President's Commission on Personnel Interchange, 4/11/78 [CF/OA 64]
President's Commission on Tax Study, 1/77-6/77 [CF/OA 64]
[Press, Frank], 10/7/77 [CF/OA 65]
Press Office, 1/77-2/78 [CF/OA 64]
Press - Public Relations, 1/77-8/77 [CF/OA 64]
Project Management and Long Range Planning, 4/14/77 [CF/OA 64]
Recommendation Letters, 3/28/80-7/1/80
Reorganization - Government Wide, 7/75-3/77 [OA 7882]

Container 24
Reorganization - Government Wide, 4/77-5/77 [OA 7882]
Reorganization - Government Wide, 6/77-7/77 [OA 7882]
Reorganization - Government Wide, 8/77-10/78 [OA 7882]
Reorganization Plan, 6/77-8/78 [OA 7880]
Saltzman, Arnold, 3/77-2/78 [CF/OA 64]
Scheduling Office, 9/77-4/78 [CF/OA 64]
Scheduling Office, 3/78-8/78 [OA 7880]
Scheduling Office [Executive Office of the President] 11/76-9/77 [CF/OA 64]
Securities and Exchange Commission, 4/8/77 [CF/OA64]
Sequoia [Presidential Yacht] 3/24/77-3/28/77 [CF/OA64]

Container 25
Service by Agreement Letters, 2/11/77-4/18/77 [CF/OA64]
Setting Priorities and Getting Things Done, 11/27/76-2/28/77 [CF/OA 64]
State and Local Government, 4/26/77-9/9/77 [CF/OA64]
State of the Union [Speech], 1/19/78 [CF/OA 64]
[Strauss, Robert] Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, 5/23/77-1/20/78 [CF/OA 64]
Telephone Log - Richard Harden, 1/80-12/80
Texas Trip - Richard Harden, 5/26/78-7/7/78 [OA 7880]
Thank You Letters - 1979, 10/2/79-10/22/79
Transition, 2/15/77-12/16/77 [CF/OA 64]
Travel and Entertainment Budgets, 1/27/77-3/23/78 [CF/OA 64]
United States Secret Service, 2/8/77 [CF/OA 64]
Urban Policy Management, 1/23/78-8/1/78 [OA 7880]
Urban Policy Management, 8/21/78-9/11/78 [OA7880]
Veterans Administration, 3/24/77 [CF/OA 64]
Visitors Office [White House] 1/24/76-1/31/77 [CF/OA 64]
Wang [Laboratories] - Lowell, Massachusetts, 8/26/80
Wexler, Anne, 6/21/78-7/6/78 [OA 7881]
White House Authorization Bill, 9/29/77-10/10/77 [CF/OA 64]
White House Better Management and Use of Information, 7/14/78
White House Communications Agency [WHCA] 1/22/77-9/12/77 [CF/OA 64]
White House Communications Agency [WHCA] 4/6/78-9/12/79 [OA 7881]
White House Computer Applications, 7/17/78- 9/1/78 [OA 7881]

Container 26
White House Computer Study, 1/26/77-5/31/77 [CF/OA 64]
White House Conference on Aging, 7/80-8/80
White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 2/27/79-5/27/80
White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 5/30/80-10/22/80
White House Conference on Regulatory Reform 1980, 10/31/78
White House Conference on Selective Information Systems, 1/4/80
White House Conference on Small Business, 1/11/79-1/15/79 [OA 7881]
White House Conference on Small Business, 2/6/79-5/16/79 [OA 7881]
White House Conference on Small Business, 8/17/78-1/5/79 [OA 7881]

Container 27
White House Conference on Small Business, 5/17/79-6/20/79 [OA 7881]
White House Conference on Small Business, 7/79-8/79
White House Conference on Small Business, 10/79-12/79
White House Conference on Small Business, 4/78-1/80
White House Conference on Small Business, 2/12/80-10/28/80
[White House Correspondence Report], 3/1/78 [CF/OA 65]
White House Fellows Program, 5/20/77-9/1/77 [CF/OA 64]
White House History, [n.d.] [CF/OA 64]

Container 28
White House Information and Training Center, 1/10/78 [OA 7881]
[White House Information Processing and Document Control], 4/20/78-5/10/79 [OA 7882]
White House Passes - Requests for, 4/80-6/80
[White House] Photo Office, 2/77-8/77 [CF/OA 62]
White House Political Guidelines, 12/17/79
White House Records Keeping, 5/24/77 [CF/OA 65]
White House [Staff] Travel and Mess Vouchers, 1/77-2/78 [CF/OA 62]
White House Travel [Empty]
Wise, Phil - Political Activities, 12/77-2/78 [CF/OA 65]
World Hunger Activities, 3/78-7/78 [OA 7884]
World Hunger - Background Material, [n.d.]
World Hunger - Background Material, 12/76-1/78

Container 29
World Hunger Commission (1977-78), 10/77-2/78
[World Hunger Commission] 2/1/78-2/9/78 [CF/OA 65]
World Hunger Commission, 3/78-8/78
World Hunger Commission, 8/78-10/78 [OA 7884]
World Hunger - Memos to Richard Harden, 12/8/77-3/12/78
World Hunger - Memos to Richard Harden, 12/9/77-3/23/78
Xerox and IBM - Trips [Harden's] 3/77-2/78 [CF/OA 65]
Zero Base Budgeting, 2/77-4/77 [CF/OA 65]
[Zero Base Budgeting] 3/77-6/77 [CF/OA 65]
Zero Base Budgeting, 4/77-1/78
Zero Base Budgeting, 4/77-11/78 [OA 7881]

Richard Harden’s Chronological Files

Container 30
Correspondence, 1/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 1/23/76-1/31/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 1/24/77-1/28/77 [CF/OA 59]
Correspondence and Memos, 2/1/77-2/28/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 3/1/77-3/31/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 4/1/77-4/29/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 5/2/77-5/31/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 6/1/77-6/30/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 7/7/77-7/30/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 8/3/77-8/31/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 9/7/77-9/29/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 10/3/77-10/21/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 11/1/77-11/30/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence and Memos, 12/2177-12/27/77 [CF/OA 66]
Correspondence Log, 10/80-12/80

Richard Harden’s Speech Files
Container 31
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants - National Conference on Federally Assisted Programs, 2/14/77-11/18/77
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants - 90th Annual Meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio, 9/20/77 [OA 7883]
American Society for Public Administration [D.C.] 2/26/77-3/17/77 [OA 7883]
American University - The Presidency in Transition Course [D.C.] 2/27/78 [OA 7883]
Association for Computing Machinery - 16th Annual Southeast Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, 4/14/78 [OA 7883]
Association for Computing Machinery - Washington, D.C., 6/15/78 [OA 7883]
Association of Government Accountants - Washington Chapter, 3/22/77-4/18/77 [OA 7883]
Association of Government Accountants - Zero Base Budget Conference [D.C.], 11/25/77-4/10/78 [OA 7883]
Association of Government Accountants - Zero-Base Budgeting Seminar, 2/25/77 [OA 7883]
Brookings Institute, 7/8/80-9/12/80
Business and Information Management - Speeches, 10/30/78-5/8/79 [OA 7882]
Central Intelligence Agency [Speech] 3/28/80-9/18/80
Democratic Fund Raiser - Greensboro, North Carolina, 1/18/78 [OA 7883]
Federal Audit Executive Council - Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Washington, D.C., 10/21/77-11/21/77 [OA 7883]
Federal Executive Institute Alumni Association (Washington, D.C.) 3/28/77-3/18/77 [OA 7883]
"Is There A Credibility Gap Between the White House and the Business Community?"
  Background Information, 10/5/78 [OA 7884]
"Managing Data - Systems Technology in 1980's", 12/6/78 [OA 7884]

Container 32
National Association of Accountants for the Public Interest - Miami Conference, 11/14/77 [OA 7883]
National Science Foundation, 9/23/80-11/21/80
National Science Foundation - Federal Information Managers Meeting, Washington, D.C., 9/21/77-10/12/77 [OA 7883]
New York University Business Club, 10/5/78 [OA 7883]
Presidential Classroom for Young Americans, 7/19/77 [Washington, D.C.] [OA 7883]
Presidential Interchange Executive Association, 8/29/77 [Washington, D.C.] [OA 7883]
Public Data Users, 9/22/78 [OA 7884]
  [Reorganization] Speeches, 6/27/77-10/5/77 [OA 7884]
Society for Management Information Systems, 5/30/78-9/29/78 [OA 7883]
Speech Material [Outlines, Background Information] 5/9/77-2/27/78 [OA 7880]
Speech Material [Outlines, Background Information] 4/5/78-1/26/79 [OA 7880]
Speeches, 6/77-12/78 [OA 7883]
Stark County Democratic Executive Committee Fundraiser - Canton, Ohio, 9/6/77 [OA 7883]
Touche Ross and Company Luncheon, 5/24/77 [OA 7883]
Transition [Speeches on], 2/27/78 [OA 7880]

**Container 33**
West Palm Beach Rally and Breakfast - Florida, 10/23/78 [OA 7883]
White House Conference on Small Business - Albuquerque, New Mexico, 3/21/79 [Empty]
White House Conference on Small Business - Jackson, Mississippi, 1/12/79 [OA 7883]

[Return to Series List]

**William Pollak’s Files**

**Container 33**
Agency Personnel [Lists] 1/77-7/77 [OA 7877]
Alcohol Beverage Control Board [Inaugural Licensing] 1/77 [OA 7878] [1]
Alcohol Beverage Control Board [Inaugural Licensing] 1/77 [OA 7878] [2]
Armory [District of Columbia] 1/77 [OA 7877]
Armory [Inaugural Notes and Contracts] 1/77 [OA 7878]
Bakke Decision [Supreme Court Arguments] 6/78 [OA 7876]
Carter, Hugh - Val Giannini's Memos [n.d.] [OA 7877] [Empty]
Civil Service, 3/1/77-5/31/77 [OA 7878]
Civil Service Commission [Statistics on Civil Servants], 4/7/77 [OA 7878]
Civil Service Openings and Summer Jobs, 5/75-3/77 [OA 7878]
Civil Service Regulations, 1/26/77 [OA 7878]
Clients' List with [Phone] Numbers [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Council on International Economic Policy, 10/1/77 [OA 7877]
Council on International Economic Policy [Resumes of Employees Needing Reassignment] [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Detailee Score Sheet, 3/9/78 [OA 7877]
Detailees [To White House from Other Agencies] 3/8/77-6/21/77 [OA 7877]

**Container 34**
Detailees [White House] 10/11/77-3/24/77 [OA 7877]
Economic Development Agency (EDA) [Commerce Department] [Job Applications] [n.d.] [OA 7876]
Electronic Mailing System, 10/17/78-11/16/78 [OA 7876]
Energy, Department of [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Energy, Department of Duplicate File, 4/30/72-8/26/77 [OA 7877]
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) 4/30/77 [OA 7877]
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) 5/24/77 [OA 7877]
Entertainment [n.d.] [OA 7878] [Empty]
Entertainment Contracts, 1/77 [OA 7878]
[Executive Office of the President - Job Correspondence] 2/28/78-3/23/78 [OA 7877]
[Executive Phone Numbers] [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Federal Education Programs Outside House Education and Welfare Department [n.d.] [OA 7876]
[Federal Positions] [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Container 35
[Harden, Myra - Husband's Estate] 6/20/78 [OA 7875]
Heffelingers Personnel Recommendations [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Hickory Farms, 12/76-1/9/78 [OA 7878]
Hilton [Hotel in D.C. Inaugural] 12/76-1/77 [OA 7878]
Historical Preservation [Resume] [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Historical Society, 5/22/77 [OA 7878]
Hotels [Contracts for Inaugural] 1/77 [OA 7876]
Inaugural Committee [Ball Preparation] 1/7/77 [OA 7878]
[Inaugural Committee] Memos, 1/4/77-1/14/77 [OA 7878]
[Inaugural] Contracts, 12/28/76-1/20/77 [OA 7878]
[Inaugural Musicians and Entertainers - Clearances) [n.d.] [OA 7878]
[Inaugural Notes] [n.d.) [OA 7878]
[Inaugural] Parties - Budget Papers, 1/77 [OA 7878]
[Inaugural Suppliers and Musical Bands] [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Inaugural Viewing Stands, 12/76 [OA 7878]
[Inaugural Visitors Center - D.C.] [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Insurance [Inaugural Caterers] 1/77 [OA 7878]
Job Announcements, 3/77-10/77 [OA 7876]
Job Placements, 9/77-5/78 [7896]
Job Referrals, 3/78-2/79 [OA 7876]
[Johns and] Kelly Decorating Agreements, 12/76 [OA 7878]

Container 36
King, Jim - Memo Files, 3/77-5/77 [OA 7876]
King, Jim - Memo Files, 6/77-9/77 [OA7876]
Lipshutz, Robert, 3/79-4/79 [OA 7876]
Mayflower [Hotel Inaugural Contract] 1/77 [OA 7878]
Mayflower [Hotel Inaugural Damages] 1/77-8/77 [OA 7878]
[National Security Council - Bill Heckman] 3/14/78 [OA 7875]
[National] Visitor Center Damage, 2/77 [OA 7878]
[National] Visitors Center [D.C.] 1/77 [OA 7878]
National Visitors Center [Inaugural Catering] 12/76-1/77 [OA 7878]
[National Zoological Park] Parking [n.d.]
Newsletters [Samples from Housing and Urban Development] 3/77-5/77 [OA 7876]
Newsletter Editorial Board, 1/78-4/79 [OA 7876]
Ninety-Day Referrals - by Agency, 4/4/77 [OA 7878] [Empty]
[Office Notes], [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Office of Administration - Newsletter (People) 2/78-5/79 [OA 7876]
Office of Administration - Office Space to Move, 4/19/79 [OA 7876]
Office of Administration - Seal, 11/70-5/79 [OA 7876]
Office of Administration - Year End Report, 11/13/78 [OA 7876]
[Outplacement] Notes, 1/12/78-6/78 [OA 7877]
Outplacements, 2/78 [OA 7878]
Outplacements - Time and Attendance [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Pension Building [Inaugural Catering for] 12/76 [OA 7878]
People Newsletter Publication Schedule, 8/9/78 [OA 7876]
Personnel Actions [n.d.] [OA 7875]
[Personnel and Contacts] [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Personnel Telephone Numbers [Inaugural Committee] 1/13/77 [OA 7878]
Photographer - J. Perskie [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Photographs - Lillian Carter [Africa Trip, July 1978]
[Presidential Library - Dee Sampson] [n.d.] [OA 7875]

Container 37
Presidential Personnel Office, 2/1/77-7/28/77 [OA 7877]
Presidential Personnel Office - Computer list, [n.d.] [OA 7877]
[Presidential Personnel Office - List] 7/14/77 [OA 7787]
Presidential Reorganization [Bickman and Libby Study] 6/77-9/77 [OA 7876]
[Presidential Reorganization Project] 3/7-77-5/22/78 [OA 7876]
President's Reorganization Project - Administrative People, 3/7/78 [OA 7877]
President's Reorganization Project [Gianni, Val] Staff Reorganized Out, 10/13/77 [OA 7877]
[President's Reorganization Project] Graphics, 11/77 [OA 7878]
[President's Reorganization Project] Library [Liaison] 4/77-12/77 [OA 7878]
[President's Reorganization Project] Personnel, 12/6/77 [OA 7878]
Presidential Reorganization Project [Peter J. Petkas Study] 5/22/78-7/20/78 [OA 7876]
[President's Reorganization Project] Records [Storage] [n.d.] [OA 7878]
[President's Reorganization Project] White House People Reorganized Out, [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Progress Report [on Administration’s First 30 Days] 12/77 [OA 7878]
Purchase Orders [1976 Inaugural] 1/13/77 [OA 7878]

Container 38
Redder, Thomas J. - Resume, 1/9/78 [OA 7877]
Referral File [Joe Thomas] 3/16/77 [OA 7877]
Regional Jobs [For Federal Executive Personnel] [n.d.] [OA 7876]
Renegotiation Board, 5/78 [OA 7876]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s, Folder 1, Attorneys [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s, Folder 2, A-C [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s, Folder 3, D-F [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s, Folder 4, G-J 1 [OA 7875]

Container 39
Resumes and Active SF 171’s - Folder 5, K-L [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s - Folder 6, M-P [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s - Folder 7, R-S [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes and Active SF 171’s - Folder 8, T-Z [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 1, A-B [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Container 40
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 2, C-F [OA 7875]
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 3, G-J [OA 7875]
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 4, K-P [OA 7875]
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 5, R-S [OA 7875]
Resumes and Inactive SF 171’s - Folder 6, T-Z [n.d.] [OA 7875]
[Resumes and List] [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes - SF 171’s [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes - SF 171’s and No White House Referral, [n.d.] [OA 7877]
[Resumes - SF 171’s] Hardcore [n.d.] [OA 7875]
Resumes - Women, [n.d.] [OA 7877]
Rural Electrification Administration, 1/77-2/77 [OA 7877]
Sasser, James, 11/77-3/10/78 [OA 7878]
Sasser, Jim - Memoranda, 7/25/77 [OA 7876]
Schedule C Job Openings, 5/77 [OA 7876]
Schedule C Job Openings - Descriptions, 5/16/77 [OA 7876]
[Secret Service and Inaugural Balls] Sign-Off Letters, 12/76 [OA 7878]
Security [Inaugural Contracts], 1/77 [OA 7878] [1]
Security [Inaugural Contracts], 1/77 [OA 7878] [2]
Selective Service Commission, [n.d.] [OA 7878]
Sheraton [Inaugural Ball Contract], 12/17/76 [OA 7878]
Sound Contracts [Inaugural], 1/77 [OA 7878]
Summer Employment [White House Interns], 3/21/77-4/22/77 [OA 7876]
Telephone Log I, 3/77-7/77 [OA 7877]

Container 41
Telephone Log II, 4/13/77-5/16/77 [OA 78771]
Telephone Log III, 5/4/77-7/21/77 [OA 7877]
[Vacant Schedule C’s] 11/30/77 [OA 7877]
Vacant Schedule C’s, 12/30/77 [OA 7877]
White House Distribution List [Newsletter of Executive Office of the President] 5/78 [OA 7876]
White House Reference Center - Law library, 5/10/78-7/27/79 [OA 7876]
Zoo Parking [National Zoological Park, D.C.] 11/77 [OA 7878]

Return to Series List

Emily Sheketoff’s Files

Container 42
Africa Letters [Mainly Thank-You Letters] 9/20/78
[Africa News Clippings - Miss Lillian in Sahel] 7/26/78-7/28/78
Africa Trip - Lillian Carter, 5/1/78-6/31/78
Africa Trip - Lillian Carter, 7/1/78-7/27/78
Africa Trip - Lillian Carter, 7/3/78-10/31/78
[Africa Trip - Lillian Carter] General Information, 7/78
[Africa Trip] Mali - Bamako, 6/7/78-8/1/78
Africa Trip [Miss Lillian] 7/78
[Africa Trip - Miss Lillian] 7/28/78-7/30/78
(Africa Trip - Senegal] 2/77-7/78
[Africa Trip - Senegal Backup Material] 6/78-7/78
Africa Trip - Thank-You Letters [Richard Harden's] 8/17/78-9/13/78

Container 43
[Agency for International Development (AID) Reports] 4/75-4/76
[Carter, Lillian - Biographical Materials], [n.d.]
[Carter, Lillian - Correspondence By and About] 12/7/78-9/22/80
[Carter, Lillian - Correspondence Concerning] 2/78-7/78
Carter, Lillian - Personal Appearances, 1/78-9/78
Carter, Lillian - Personal Appearances, 10/78-2/79
[Carter, Lillian - Proposed Schedule for the Year] 10/79-10/80
[Carter, Lillian - Schedule] 1/78-12/78
[Egypt and Israel - Lillian Carter’s] Itinerary, 4/13/80-4/28/80
[Entente African Enterprises] 5/78

Container 44
[Food and Agriculture Organization - FAO] 3/76-7/78
France - Paris [Preparations for Lillian Carters Sahel Trip] 4/78-7/78
France, Photos From [Lillian Carters Trip] 7/78
Gambia, The - Banjul, 2/77-7/78
[Gambia Trip - Audiovisual] 7/78
Gambia Visit - Lillian Carter, 7/78
Invitations Declined - Lillian Carter, 1/3/78-11/30/78
[Invitations Declined - Lillian Carter] 12/6/78-2/6/79
[Invitations Declined - Lillian Carter] 5/22/79-10/6/80
[Israel: Letters and Memorabilia] 4/80
[Jerusalem - Marc Chagall Colored Glass Windows] [n.d.]
Maps - The Gambia [n.d.]
[Meir, Golda - Lillian Carters Trip to Funeral] 12/78
Morocco - Rabat, 6/78-8/78
Morocco - Rabat - American Embassy [Backup Material] 7/78
[Photographs] International Communication Agency [n.d.]
Photographs [Lillian Carter and Entourage in Rome and West Africa] 7/78
Rome - American Embassy [Background Material] [n.d.]
[Rome - Background Information] 3/77-7/78
Rome, Italy, 5/77-8/78
Rome - Lillian Carter's Trip - Correspondence, 7/13/78-7/21/78
[Sahel Backup Material] [n.d.]
[Sahel Development Booklets] 6/75-2/78
Senegal-Dakar [and Preceding Visit to Morocco by Lillian Carter] 2/77-8/78

**Container 46**
Trips - Alabama, 1/15-16/80
Trips - Alabama, 2/18-19/80
Trips - Florida [Daytona Beach] 3/8/80
Trips - Florida - Orlando, Tampa, St. Petersburg, 10/1-13/79
[Trips] Future - Connecticut, 8/14/79
[Trips] Future - Iowa, 10/29/79
[Trips] Future - Nebraska, 8/19/79-11/15/79
[Trips] Future - Ohio, 9/8/80-10/21/80
Trips - Indianapolis, Indiana, 2/23-24/80
Trips - Iowa, 1/17-1/19/80
Trips - Iowa and Ohio, 11/16-19/79
Trips - Iowa, Des Moines, 10/19-20/79
Trips - Israel and Egypt, 4/4-25/80
Trips - Maryland, Washington D.C., and Pennsylvania, 10/3-7/79
Trips - Mississippi, 3/5/80
Trips - Mississippi, Louisiana, and Tennessee, 10/23-26/80
Trips - New Hampshire, 11/29/79
Trips - New Hampshire and Maine, 9/8-10/79
Trips - New Hampshire, Maine, and Tennessee, 2/8-13/80
Trips - Nevada, Las Vegas Fundraiser, 12/13/79

**Container 47**
Trips - Nevada, Las Vegas Fundraiser [Lists] 12/13/79
Trips - Nevada, Texas, and Oklahoma, 10/2-5/80
Trips - Ohio, 5/14-16/80
Trips - Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin, 10/12/80-10/15/80
Trips - Pennsylvania, 3/20/80-3/22/80
Trips - Pennsylvania, 4/2-4/80
Trips - Phoenix, Arizona, Los Angeles, and San Francisco California, 10/23-27/79
[Trips - Proposed] Arizona, 10/79
Trips - Virginia, 3/14/80-3/15/80
Trips - Washington, DC, Virginia, and Maryland, 11/8-10/79
[United Nations - Organization and History] 2/23/78
Upper Volta - Ouagadougou [Lillian Carter Visit] 3/76-11/78

**Container 48**
[Vallianatos, Evan] [n.d.]
[West Africa and Senegal] 7/26/76-7/29/78

[Return to Series List]

[Return to Collection Summary]

Last Modified: 8/2013
Biographical Information

Richard Harden

Richard Harden was born on September 12, 1944. He received his BBA degree in 1966 from Davidson College in North Carolina and his MBA degree from Georgia State University in Atlanta, Georgia in 1968. He worked for the accounting firm of Arthur Anderson and Company from 1968-1972. Harden joined the administration of Governor Jimmy Carter in 1972 to assist in the reorganization study of state government and to serve as Commissioner of Administrative Services, and as Commissioner of the Department of Human Resources.

In 1975, he joined the accounting firm of Seidman and Seidman and then worked in his private accounting practice from 1975-1976. He also served as the Budget and Finance Director of the Carter/Mondale Campaign and Carter transition.

On January 21, 1977, President Carter appointed him as Special Assistant to the President for Information Management, Special Assistant to the President for Budget and Organization. In addition, under the new reorganization plan, he was appointed as Director of the Office of Administration on December 28, 1977. He continued in both these roles until the end of the Carter administration in 1981.